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ABSTRACT
We use a volume-limited galaxy sample from the SDSS Data Release 7 to explore the
dependence of galactic conformity on the large-scale environment, measured on ∼ 4 Mpc
scales. We find that the star formation activity of neighbour galaxies depends more strongly
on the environment than on the activity of their primary galaxies. In under-dense regions
most neighbour galaxies tend to be active, while in over-dense regions neighbour galaxies are
mostly passive, regardless of the activity of their primary galaxies. At a given stellar mass,
passive primary galaxies reside in higher density regions than active primary galaxies, lead-
ing to the apparently strong conformity signal. The dependence of the activity of neighbour
galaxies on environment can be explained by the corresponding dependence of the fraction of
satellite galaxies. Similar results are found for galaxies in a semi-analytical model, suggesting
that no new physics is required to explain the observed large-scale conformity.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: clustering – galaxies: large-scale structure of the
universe – galaxies: statistics
1 INTRODUCTION
Star formation is one of the most important mechanisms by which
galaxies grow (e.g. Guo & White 2008, Vogelsberger et al. 2014a).
It can be affected by gas fuelling, feedback, stripping, depletion,
etc. Star formation can be quenched in central galaxies mostly by
internal mechanisms, such as supernovae feedback and AGN feed-
back, while for satellite galaxies, their evolution can be signifi-
cantly affected by environment (e.g. Weinmann et al. 2009, Peng
et al. 2012).
Weinmann et al. (2006) (hereafter W06) found that the evo-
lution of central galaxies and their satellites related to each other,
the so-called "galactic conformity" effect. For given stellar masses,
passive centrals tend to be surrounded by passive satellites, while
active centrals to be surrounded by active satellites. In the stan-
dard scenario, galaxies form in potential wells dominated by hi-
erarchically merging structures of dark matter. Galaxy properties
are closely related to their host dark matter haloes. Wang & White
(2012) found that such galactic conformity results from the fact that
red centrals tend to reside in more massive haloes within which the
satellite quenching by ram-pressure or tidal stripping is more ef-
fective (see also e.g. Peng et al. 2010, Henriques et al. 2017). This
has been further investigated by Knobel et al. (2015) by removing
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the halo mass dependence. They found that the conformity signal
persists for galaxies within halos of the same masses. It could be
that other halo properties, such as halo formation time/assembly
bias, also contribute to the galactic conformity (e.g. Gao et al. 2005,
Wang et al. 2013).
Lately Kauffmann et al. (2013) (hereafter K13) extended such
studies to larger scales, to look at the relation between central
galaxies and their galaxy neighbours. Surprisingly, they found that
for galaxies as massive as our Milky Way, there exists a strong con-
formity signal up to 4 Mpc, about 10 times the typical virial ra-
dius of the host haloes, suggesting a co-evolution between well
separated distinct haloes. One possible explanation is that those
co-evolving distinct systems share a common large-scale struc-
ture, which has a significant impact on their halo/galaxy properties.
For example, haloes in high-density large-scale environments tend
to form earlier and thus host more passive galaxies (e.g. Thomas
et al. 2005, Nelan et al. 2005, Wang et al. 2013). However, recent
semi-analytic models have taken this effect into account, and K13
found this effect is not enough to explain such a strong confor-
mity signal. Kauffmann (2015) found an excess of massive galax-
ies with M∗ > 1011.3M around passive primaries and they tend
to have higher possibility to host radio-loud active galactic nuclei
(AGN). Therefore it was suggested that the suppression of star for-
mation rates (SFRs) in neighbour galaxies around passive primaries
is likely caused by AGN feedback on large scales. However, such
effect was not found in the Illustris cosmological hydrodynamical
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simulation (Vogelsberger et al. 2014b), which includes AGN feed-
back in their models. Tinker et al. (2017) showed that the strong
large-scale conformity signal in K13 is almost entirely eliminated
by removing a small number of satellites which are misclassified as
centrals. Sin et al. (2017) claimed that the strong conformity signal
is mainly produced by particular methodologies, so that the sig-
nal originates mainly from a very small number of central galaxies
in the vicinity of a few very massive clusters. Zu & Mandelbaum
(2018) confirmed the Tinker et al. (2017) and Sin et al. (2017) re-
sults that the strong two-halo conformity signal is primarily due to
a misclassification of central galaxies.
This misclassification of satellite galaxies as central galaxies
and the environmental effect could be highly degenerate. For ex-
ample, the possibility to misclassify satellite galaxies as central
galaxies could be significantly higher in high-density regions. Nev-
ertheless, in high-density regions, a significant fraction of real cen-
tral galaxies could also be missed. The relation between the ef-
fects caused by the misclassification and the effects caused by en-
vironment are thus non-trivial. It is difficult to distinguish centrals
from satellite galaxies with high purity and completeness simul-
taneously. Here we take another perspective, focusing on how the
large-scale environments affect the conformity signal rather than
exploring how good a particular set of selection criterion is in iso-
lating central galaxies. The paper is organized as follows. Section
2 details the observational spectroscopic sample from the NYU-
VAGC catalogue and the semi-analytic model data, and the defi-
nition of environment. Section 3 presents how the large-scale con-
formity signal behaves within different environments as well as the
comparison with results from galaxy formation models. Conclu-
sions are summarized in section 4.
2 DATA AND METHODOLOGY
2.1 Observational data
We select a volume-limited sample of 25944 galaxies from the
spectroscopic New York University Value-Added Galaxy Cata-
logue (NYU-VAGC; Blanton et al. (2005)) constructed from Data
Release 7 of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Abazajian et al. 2009).
It covers a redshift range of 0.017 < z < 0.04 and a mass range of
log M∗/M > 9.6. The stellar masses are taken from the NYU-
VAGC k-correction catalogue, derived according to Blanton &
Roweis (2007), and the star formation rates are derived according
to Brinchmann et al. (2004)1.
This sample is similar to but slightly different from the sam-
ple used by K13. It is limited to a stellar mass higher by 0.35 dex
and covers a larger volume by a factor of 2.7; the star formation
rate refers to the total star formation rate both for primary galaxies
and neighbour galaxies, rather than the values estimated within the
SDSS fibre aperture. K13 used the total SFR, fibre-aperture SFR,
HI gas fraction and HI-deficiency to split their primary galaxies into
different activity levels and found there was not much dependence
of the conformity signal on different indicators. We therefore use
only the total SFR to split our primary samples.
Similarly to Kauffmann et al. (2013), Tinker et al. (2017) ,Sin
et al. (2017) and Zu & Mandelbaum (2018), we define a galaxy as
a primary galaxy if there are no bright galaxies in its vicinity. As
discussed in Sin et al. (2017); Tinker et al. (2017); Zu & Mandel-
baum (2018) the contamination from satellite galaxies could be a
1 http://wwwmpa.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/
serious issue for the study of conformity. Here we adopt a similar
but more restricted isolation criterion than K13, i.e. a galaxy with
stellar mass M∗ is identified as a primary galaxy if there is no other
galaxy with stellar mass greater than M∗/2 within a projected ra-
dius of Rproj = 500 kpc and with velocity difference less than 1000
km/s. This velocity difference is larger by a factor of two than that
adopted by K13. In total, we have 13415 primary galaxies. The re-
maining galaxies that do not satisfy the criterion are referred to as
satellite galaxies. Neighbour galaxies are defined as those within
Rproj < 4 Mpc and with velocity difference less than 1000 km/s
with respect to their primaries. When a primary galaxy is found in
the vicinity of another primary galaxy, it is defined as the primary
neighbour galaxy.
In this paper we apply a flat ΛCDM cosmology model with
Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and H0 = 70 km s−1Mpc−1 for the analysis of
the observational data.
2.2 Semi-analytic galaxy catalogue
In order to confront the model prediction with observations, we ap-
ply an identical analysis to the simulated galaxy catalogue of Guo
et al. (2011) (hereafter G11). This catalogue was generated by im-
plementing semi-analytical galaxy formation models (SAMs) on
merger trees extracted from a N-body cosmological simulation, the
Millennium-II Simulation (MSII, Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009). The
MS-II adopts a flat ΛCDM cosmology model with parameters of
Ωm = 0.25, Ωb=0.045, ΩΛ = 0.75, n=1, σ8=0.9, and H0 = 73 km
s−1Mpc−1. It traced 21603 particles in a box of 100 Mpc/h on each
side. The mass of each dark matter particle is 6.88 × 106 M/h.
The particle data were stored at 68 logarithmically spaced snap-
shot outputs from z = 127 to z =0. At each snapshot, particles are
linked together to form a friends-of-friends (FOF) group if their
separation is smaller than 0.2 times the mean inter-particle sepa-
ration (Davis et al. 1985). Galaxies at the bottom of the potential
well of the FOF group are defined as central galaxies, while other
galaxies within the FOF groups are satellite galaxies. Hot gas that
got shock-heated during the infall of the IGM can cool down on
to the central galaxies and fuel star formation. The central galaxies
can also grow by accretion of their surrounding galaxies within the
FOF group. When central galaxies fall into even larger systems,
they become satellite galaxies. Much less gas can fall onto satel-
lite galaxies due to the environmental effects, and star formation
ceases within a few gigayears. More details of the models and the
simulations can be found in G11 and Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009.
As discussed above, the observational selection criterion could
misclassify some satellite galaxies as central galaxies, and vice
versa. To avoid such notational confusion, hereafter we use "pri-
mary" and "satellite" galaxies to refer to galaxies defined using the
selection criterion, and use "central-SAM"/"satellite-SAM" to refer
to the "true" central/satellite galaxies identified in the simulation.
2.3 Definition of environments
Environment can have strong effects on galaxy evolution. It has
been discovered on small scales, i.e. within the virial radius, that
the evolution of satellite galaxies depends strongly on their envi-
ronment (e.g. Gunn & Gott 1972, Butcher & Oemler 1978, Dressler
1980, Larson et al. 1980, Moore et al. 1996). On larger scales, such
an effect is not yet clearly established (e.g. Blanton & Moustakas
2009). There are several different ways to define environment in
the literature, including the halo mass, distance to the kth-nearest
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Figure 1. Distribution of neighbour galaxies, NN4, for all the SDSS galax-
ies with stellar mass of log M∗/M > 9.6 (grey histogram) and the primary
galaxies with stellar mass of 10.0 < log M∗/M < 10.5 (blue histogram).
According to the NN4 value, we divide the total distribution into three en-
vironmental regions using the cut of 10 and 100 which are indicated by two
vertical dashed lines, and label them with "under-dense", "medium-dense"
and "over-dense" respectively.
neighbour galaxy, number density within certain radius, etc. Here
we define the environment, NN4, as the total number of neighbours
between a projected distance of 500 kpc and 4 Mpc from each given
galaxy, and for which the velocity difference is 1000 km/s, in ac-
cordance with our isolation criterion described in section 2.1. In
Fig. 1, the blue histogram shows the distribution of NN4 for pri-
mary galaxies with stellar mass in the range 10.0 < log M∗/M <
10.5. In this mass range, K13 found a strong conformity signal up
to 4 Mpc, which could hardly be explained by the one-halo term
environmental effect since their viral radii are far smaller than 4
Mpc. In the following we focus on this particular mass range, un-
less stated otherwise. Compared with the NN4 distribution of all
galaxies (grey histogram), it drops significantly at the high NN4
end, indicating a large fraction of satellite galaxies in this regime.
Given a certain isolation criterion, the purity and complete-
ness of selected central galaxies could be highly correlated with
their neighbour density. It could misclassify some satellite-SAM
galaxies as primary galaxies, and central-SAM galaxies as satel-
lite galaxies, especially at high NN4. Using the model galaxy cat-
alogue, we can quantify both the purity and the completeness of
the primary galaxies. With the current selection criterion, we show
in the upper panel of Fig. 2 the numbers of primaries, central-
SAM galaxies, satellites, satellite-SAM galaxies, primaries which
are actually satellite-SAM galaxies and satellites which are actu-
ally central-SAM galaxies as functions of NN4. It demonstrates that
with the current selection criterion, the missed number of central-
SAM galaxies is indeed larger than the number of false primary
galaxies, i.e. satellite-SAM galaxies that are misclassified as pri-
mary galaxies.
The middle panel shows that the contamination of primary
galaxies (fraction of primary galaxies which are actually satellite-
SAM, Nsatellite−SAM→primary / Nprimary) is an increasing func-
tion of NN4. It is below 5% at NN4 < 20, and reaches above
20% at NN4 ∼ 100. The incompleteness of central-SAM galax-
ies (fraction of central-SAM galaxies which are classified as satel-
lite galaxies based on the isolation criterion, Ncentral−SAM→satellite /
Ncentral−SAM) is also an increasing function of NN4 (bottom panel).
It varies from ∼ 5% at NN4 ∼ 3 and reaches ∼ 50% at NN4 > 100.
The results could thus be affected more seriously by the incom-
pleteness than by the contamination.
The contamination effects are even more obvious when split-
ting the primaries into 4 quartiles according to their sSFR val-
ues. For the most quiescent quartile in very high density regions,
the contamination can be as high as 50%, consistent with Tinker
et al. (2017); Sin et al. (2017); Zu & Mandelbaum (2018). For
the most active quartile, around 20% of primary galaxies are ac-
tually satellite-SAM galaxies. The incompleteness of central-SAM
galaxies, however, does not have strong dependence on sSFR. In
high density regions, more than half of central-SAM galaxies are
classified as satellite galaxies both for active and for passive galax-
ies. Given the fact that it is difficult to simultaneously isolate true
primary galaxies and guarantee the completeness of the sample of
central galaxies, and the fact that purity and completeness of cen-
tral galaxies are highly correlated with the neighbour abundance
NN4, we will not explore further selection effects but focus on the
environmental effects on conformity in the following.
3 RESULTS
In this section, we first study how the conformity signal varies in
different environments. We then present the dependence of the con-
formity signal on stellar masses of primary galaxies. Finally we
compare results to predictions from the galaxy formation models.
3.1 Environmental effect on galaxy conformity
Panel (a) in Fig. 3 shows the sSFRs of neighbour galaxies as a
function of their projected distance from the primaries. The pri-
mary samples are split into four quartiles according to their sSFR
values and we focus on the highest and the lowest ones to highlight
the difference. Red curves are results for the primary galaxies that
have the lowest 25% sSFR which we refer to as "passive primaries"
hereafter. Blue curves show results for primaries with the highest
25% sSFR, which are referred to as "active primaries". Solid curves
give the median sSFR of neighbour galaxies, while dashed curves
indicate the corresponding 25th and 75th percentiles. Consistent
with the result of K13, the most passive primaries are surrounded
by passive neighbours, while active primaries are surrounded by ac-
tive neighbours. The conformity signal is strong at scales between
0.7 and 3 Mpc, and becomes weaker at scales larger than ∼3 Mpc.
Compared with the result shown in the lower left panel of Figure 2
in K13, the signal strength is slightly weaker, which can be caused
by many factors, including a more strict isolation criterion, a higher
stellar mass limit, different definition of SFR, etc.
We divide the primaries into three regions according to the
number of neighbour galaxies and investigate how the conformity
varies in different regions. We label primary galaxies with NN4 <
10 to be in "under-dense region", the ones with 10 < NN4 < 100 to
be in "medium-dense region", and the ones with NN4 > 100 to be
in "over-dense region". The under-dense, medium-dense and over-
dense regions cover 40%, 58% and 2% of the primary galaxies,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 3, in under-dense regions the median
sSFR of neighbours is high, regardless the activity of the primary
galaxies, while for those in over-dense regions, neighbour galaxies
tend to be passive, regardless of the activity of primary galaxies.
In the medium-dense regions, the conformity signal is reduced and
only exists within 2.5 Mpc.
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Figure 2. Top panel: Numbers of different types of galaxies as a function of
NN4. Red, orange, green, blue purple and black lines indicate the distribu-
tion of primaries, central-SAM galaxies, satellites, satellite-SAM galaxies,
primaries which are actually satellite-SAM galaxies and satellites which
are actually central-SAM galaxies, respectively. Middle panel: Fractions of
satellite-SAM among primaries. Bottom panel: Fractions of central-SAM
galaxies misclassified as satellite galaxies. The primaries and central-SAM
galaxies are both divided into four quartiles according to their sorted sSFR
values. Red, orange, green, blue and black lines indicate the 0-25%, 25-
50%, 50-75%, 75-100% quartiles with increasing sSFR, respectively. Black
curves show results for the full primary (middle panel) and central-SAM
(bottom panel) sample. All results are for primary galaxies with stellar mass
of 10.0 < log M∗/M < 10.5 and their neighbour galaxies.
The difference of the sSFR of neighbour galaxies in the three
density environments is much larger than the conformity signal in
each individual environment, suggesting that it may be the different
distribution of blue and red primary galaxies within different den-
sity environments that leads to the apparent strong signal of con-
formity for the full sample. Note that in this analysis, neighbour
galaxies of each primary galaxy are stacked together to get a me-
dian value of sSFR of neighbours. Primaries with more neighbours
thus contribute more when estimating the median sSFR of neigh-
bours. We weight each primary galaxy by its NN4 and plot the dis-
tribution of the active and passive primaries as a function of NN4 in
Fig. 4. At NN4 < 20, the distribution of the active and passive pri-
maries are quite similar, while at NN4 > 20, there are many more
passive primaries. In combination with the fact that in over-dense
regions, neighbour galaxies tend to be more passive, this could lead
to a rather strong signal of conformity. The effect of the stacking
will be further investigated in Sec 3.2.
The next question is which population of neighbour galaxies
dominates the conformity signal. Central galaxies are usually less
affected by environments than satellite galaxies (e.g. Peng et al.
2010). We thus firstly explore whether there is a conformity sig-
nal carried by the primary neighbour galaxies. Panel (e) of Fig.
3 shows that the conformity signal is reduced significantly after
removing the satellite neighbour galaxies, suggesting that it is the
population of satellite galaxies that dominate the conformity signal.
The primary neighbour galaxies tend to be star-forming both in the
under-dense and medium-dense regions, which cover 98% of the
primary galaxies. In the over-dense region, the primary neighbours
tend to be passive. Yet in this region, the possibility of misclassifi-
cation of satellite-SAM as primary galaxies is high. The estimated
median sSFR could have been higher after removing the misclassi-
fied population. The primary neighbour galaxies only play a minor
role in the large-scale conformity.
Compared to central galaxies, satellite galaxies are in general
more passive, due to starvation, stripping, depletion of available
gas supply etc (e.g. Gunn & Tinsley 1976, Abadi et al. 1999, Quilis
et al. 2000). A higher satellite fraction could result in an overall
more passive neighbour population. Panel (i) of Fig. 3 shows that
the satellite fraction around passive primaries is higher than that
around active galaxies by ∼ 10%. This fraction is a strong func-
tion of environments. In over-dense regions, the satellite fraction
can be as high as 90%. Given the fact that in this region, the mis-
classification of satellites as primary galaxies can reach 60%, the
"true" satellite fraction could have been even higher. On the con-
trary, in under-dense regions, the satellite fraction is only about
20% and the neighbour galaxies are dominated by primary neigh-
bour galaxies. In the medium-dense regions, this fraction is around
60%. Similar to the conformity signal, the difference of satellite
fraction values in different environments are much larger than the
difference of satellite fraction around passive and active galaxies in
any given environment. It is the density dependent satellite fraction
that dominates the median sSFR of neighbour galaxies in different
environments.
To see the environmental effect in a more continuous way, in
Fig. 3 we investigate the median sSFR distribution as a function of
NN4 for neighbour galaxies within the distance of 1-2 Mpc from
the primaries, where the conformity signal is the strongest. As in
Fig. 3, we find in the panel (a) of Fig. 5 that the specific star for-
mation rate decreases with NN4 rapidly. The difference of sSFR
around the active and passive primary galaxies (≤ 0.3 dex) is much
smaller than the difference induced by the difference in NN4 (∼ 1
dex). Neighbours in low NN4 regions are mostly active galaxies,
while at NN4 > 40, regardless of the sSFR of the primary galaxies,
neighbour galaxies are dominated by passive galaxies which are
mostly satellite galaxies. As we can see in panel (b), satellite frac-
tions increase rapidly with increasing NN4 value. Besides, there
are more passive primary galaxies at high NN4 when weighted by
the number of neighbours within the distance range of 1-2 Mpc, as
shown in panel (c).
This residual conformity signal increases slightly with NN4.
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Figure 3. For primary galaxies of 10.0 < log M∗/M < 10.5, the sSFR of their neighbour galaxies (top panels) or their primary neighbour galaxies (middle
panels) and the satellite fraction (bottom panels) among their neighbours as a function of projected distance. The leftmost column shows the results for
neighbours around all the primaries. The other three columns show results for those around primaries residing in under-dense, medium-dense and over-dense
regions, respectively. The red solid curves indicate the median sSFR for neighbour galaxies around the primaries with the lowest 25% sSFR, while the blue
solid curves are for those around the primaries with the highest 25% sSFR. Error bars show the error on the median value calculated using the bootstrap
method. The lower and upper dashed curves in each panel indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles of the sSFR distributions, respectively. The blue curves are
shifted horizontally by 0.03 dex to avoid overlap of error bars.
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Figure 4. Distribution of primary galaxies weighted by NN4 as a function
of NN4. The red and blue curves indicate the most passive and active pri-
maries.
At NN4 smaller than ∼10, there is no conformity signal at all. At
larger NN4, the conformity strength is around ∼ 0.3 dex. The resid-
ual signal of conformity can be explained by the difference in satel-
lite fraction and the difference of local density. As shown in panel
(b) of Fig. 5, the satellite fraction is slightly higher for red primaries
compared to the blue primaries. The local density also plays a role
in the residual conformity signal. As shown in Fig. 6, for a given
NN4, the local density (the number of neighbour galaxies within
1-2 Mpc projected distance from the primary galaxies, NN1−2) for
red primaries is higher than for blue primaries and the difference
increases with NN4. At higher local density, galaxies tend to be
redder, especially for satellite galaxies. In combination, the higher
satellite fraction and the higher local density around passive pri-
mary galaxies lead to a slightly more passive neighbour galaxy
population compared to those around the active primary galaxies.
We apply the same analysis to neighbour galaxies 2-3 Mpc
away from the primary galaxies and find that the conclusion is sim-
ilar, except that the difference in satellite fraction is even smaller
and the conformity signal is smaller as well.
In summary, passive primary galaxies tend to reside in over-
dense regions which are dominated by passive neighbours made
mostly of satellite galaxies, while active primary galaxies tend to
reside in relatively under-dense regions which are dominated by
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Figure 5. Top: The median sSFR of neighbours as a function of NN4 around active and passive primary galaxies. Middle: Satellite fractions of neighbour
galaxies. Bottom: The number of primary galaxies weighted by their neighbour galaxies within a certain distance range. The left panels are results for the
neighbours with a projected distance of 1-2 Mpc from their primary galaxies, while right panels are for those with a projected distance of 2-3 Mpc. Blue and
red curves are for neighbour galaxies around active and passive galaxies, respectively.
active neighbours made mostly of primary neighbour galaxies. It
is the combination of the different spatial distribution between pas-
sive and active primary galaxies and their environmental dependent
neighbour satellite fraction that leads to the apparently strong con-
formity signal.
3.2 Number weighting effect
The method used in the previous section for calculating the me-
dian neighbour sSFR could amplify the conformity signal, since
primaries in dense regions are given higher weights than those in
low density regions. Here we investigate how strong this effect is.
We adopt an equal-weighted (EW) approach by calculating the
final median neighbour sSFR based on the median neighbour SFR
estimated in each primary-neighbour system, so that each system
contributes only once. The left panel of Fig. 7 shows that the con-
formity signal (thin curves with error bars) is significantly reduced
compared to results using the previous (non-equal-weighted, NEW)
method (thick light curves). This is consistent with what found by
Sin et al. (2017). In this case, the conformity signal carried by pri-
mary neighbour galaxies and that carried by all neighbour galaxies
are very similar. The satellite fraction of neighbour galaxies is es-
timated in a similar manner and is now lower around passive than
around the active primaries. The conformity signals is still present
at scales < 2 Mpc. The last panel shows that the dependence of the
median neighbour sSFR on NN4 and the dependence on the activ-
ity of the primary galaxies with the EW method are both similar
with those measured with the NEW.
3.3 Dependence of conformity on primary stellar mass
In this subsection, we check how the equal-weighted conformity
signals vary with the stellar mass of primary galaxies. Apart from
the mass range of 10.0 < log M∗/M < 10.5 that we focused on
previously, we also look at results for primary galaxies with 10.5 <
log M∗/M < 11.0 and for stellar mass larger than 1011M . Results
are shown in the upper panels of Fig. 8. We find the conformity
signal becomes weaker as stellar mass increases and vanishes in
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Figure 6. The relation between NN1−2 and NN4. The red curve shows the
mean values for neighbour galaxies around passive primary galaxies, while
the blue curve shows results for neighbour galaxies around active primary
galaxies. Error bars on the mean values are calculated using the bootstrap
method.
the most massive range. This trend is consistent with the result from
K13.
3.4 Conformity in semi-analytic models
In this subsection, we re-examine the conformity in the semi-
analytic models with the same processing methods as for the ob-
servational data.
Fig. 9 shows the results both with the NEW method (up-
per panels) and with the EW method (lower panels). We find in
panel (a) that the model predicted conformity signal is strong,
much stronger than that in observations. This conformity can be
reduced significantly when taking into account only primary neigh-
bour galaxies (panel (b)). These results are similar to those found
by Sin et al. (2017) though the sample and selection are slightly
different. Note that the predicted conformity of primary neighbour
galaxies is close to observations, indicating that it is the over abun-
dance of passive satellite galaxies that leads to the strong confor-
mity signal found in the model. Such passive satellite galaxies usu-
ally reside in high density environments and the high abundance
could have a large weight when using the NEW method. With the
EW method, contributions from such passive neighbour satellite
galaxies can be reduced significantly. As a result, the conformity
signal is reduced by about a factor of 2 (panel (e)).
Another factor that could amplify the conformity signal is the
treatment of extremely passively galaxies in the semi-analytic mod-
els. In the simulated galaxy catalogue, the SFR of some galaxies are
set to be 0, corresponding to quiescent galaxies with very low SFR
in observations. To get a more fair comparison, we set those galax-
ies to have log sSFR[yr−1]=-12.5 in our analysis. This treatment of
sSFR could also boost the conformity signal in terms of the sSFR
value.
We also study the conformity as a function of NN4 for neigh-
bour galaxies within the projected distance between 1 and 2 Mpc.
Panel (d) clearly shows that the star formation of neighbour galax-
ies with high NN4 is strongly suppressed, while for those with
low NN4, most neighbour galaxies are star forming galaxies. As
we found in observations, the conformity signal disappears at NN4
< 10, but shows up at higher NN4. The model predictions are con-
sistent with what we find using the SDSS data, but the environ-
mental dependence is much stronger, which leads to a rather strong
conformity signal when combining samples from different environ-
ments together.
The stellar mass dependence of the conformity is shown in the
lower panels in Fig. 8. We find that the conformity signal becomes
weaker as the primaries become more massive. For galaxies less
massive than 1011M the conformity persists, while for even more
massive galaxies, it disappears. This is consistent with the results
from SDSS.
4 CONCLUSIONS
Galactic conformity is found to persist on scales up to 4 Mpc, even
for galaxies as massive as the Milky Way, suggesting a co-evolution
of well separated distinct systems. In this paper, we study the role
that environmental effects play in the apparent strong large-scale
galactic conformity.
We find that large-scale conformity is closely related to en-
vironment. In under-dense environments, neighbour galaxies are
mostly star-forming, while in over-dense region, neighbour galax-
ies are mostly passive, regardless of the activity of the primary
galaxies. The difference between the sSFR of neighbours around
the active and passive primary galaxies at fixed NN4 environment
is much smaller than the difference caused by the NN4 environ-
ments. We also find that the dependence of satellite fraction on en-
vironments is strong. In low density regions, the satellite fraction
of neighbour galaxies is only around 20%, while in high density
regions, satellite galaxies dominate the neighbour populations. In
combination with the fact that satellite galaxies tend to be redder,
this leads to redder neighbour galaxies around primary galaxies in
higher density regions. If restricted to primary neighbour galaxies,
the conformity signal reduces dramatically. The apparent strong
signal of conformity is due to the combination of over-abundance
of passive primary galaxies in high NN4 regions and the high frac-
tion of satellite galaxies in these high NN4 regions.
When split into different NN4 environments, we find that the
residual conformity is an increasing function of NN4. In regions
where NN4 < 10, there is no conformity signal at all, whereas at
higher NN4, the difference in sSFR around passive and active pri-
maries can reach 0.2 dex at a scale of 1-2 Mpc where the conformity
signal is the strongest. This is because even with the same NN4, the
local density estimated by the number count of neighbours within
1-2 Mpc from the passive primaries are still higher, in which both
primary galaxies and satellite galaxies are redder. In addition, the
satellite fraction is slightly higher around passive primary galaxies
than around active primary galaxies. A higher fraction of satellites
could also lead to a lower median sSFR.
As pointed by Sin et al. (2017), the conformity signal could be
amplified if systems with more neighbours contribute more to the
final median sSFR. When we remove this effect by requiring each
primary to contribute equally to the median neighbour sSFR, we
find that the conformity signal is reduced by a factor of two, similar
to what was found by Sin et al. (2017). The residual conformity
persist at < 2.5 Mpc, and increases with NN4. Such effect is highly
degenerate with the dependence on NN4 that we discovered.
We find that the conformity signal is a decreasing function of
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Figure 7. Results with the EW method, where each primary system contributes equally to the final result. Panel (a) shows the conformity signal including
all neighbour galaxies; panel (b) shows the "primary neighbour only" conformity, where only primary type galaxies are included as neighbours; panel (c):
satellite fraction with the EW method; panel (d): median sSFR of neighbours with projected distance of 1-2 Mpc from their primaries as a function of NN4.
In all panels, the thin curves with error bars are results for the EW method, while thick light curves show results of the NEW method as reference. Red curves
are for neighbours around passive primaries, while the blue solid ones are for neighbours around active primaries.
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The upper panels show results for the SDSS data, and the lower panels show the results for the SAM galaxies.
the stellar mass of the primary galaxy. For those of stellar mass
> 1011M , the conformity effect disappears, as in K13.
When applying the same analysis to semi-analytical model
galaxies, we find that the model predictions are in reasonable agree-
ment with those from the observational data, indicating that there
is no need to include new physics to reproduce such a large-scale
conformity and its dependence on the stellar mass of the primary
galaxy.
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Figure 9. Galactic conformity for semi-analytical galaxies. The upper panels show results measured with the NEW method, while the bottom panels show
results measured with the EW method. Panel (a) and (e): conformity as a function of projected distance to their primary galaxies for all neighbour galaxies;
panel (b) and (f): conformity as a function of projected distance to their primary galaxies for primary neighbour galaxies; panel (c) and (g): satellite fractions
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